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Abstract
A solvable class of product-type systems of diﬀerence equations with two dependent
variables on the complex domain is presented. The main results complement some
recent ones in the literature, while their proofs contain some reﬁned methodological
details. We provide closed form formulas for general solutions to the system or give
procedures for how to get them.
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1 Introduction
Nonlinear diﬀerence equations and systems have been studied a lot in the last few decades
(see, e.g., [–]). Two of the topics of recent interest are symmetric and closely related
systems (see, for example, [, –, , , , , , , –]), whose investigation
was considerably inﬂuenced by some papers by Papaschinopoulos and Schinas (see, for
example, [–]), and the solvable diﬀerence equations and systems (see, for example, [,
, –, –] and the references therein). For some classical methods for solving the
equations and systems see, for example, [, –]. It has been shown recently that many
nonlinear equations and systems can be solved by transforming them to linear ones (see,
for example, [, , , , , ] and the related references therein).
Some of the equations and systems that we have studied recently, such as the ones in
[] and [] (see also []), are obtained by adding constants to the right-hand sides of
some product-type equations/systems or by taking the maximum of some constants and
the right-hand sides of the equations/systems. This means that they are related to the
product-type ones, which are usually some kind of boundary cases. The case of positive
initial values and multipliers is simple, since in that case the equations/systems can easily
be treated by one of the simplest transformation methods. The case of complex initial
values is more complex due to the fact that complex functions need not be single valued.
Hence, our methods in [, , ] and other related papers cannot be applied. This has
motivated us to start investigating product-type systems on the complex domain. In a
series of papers, see [, , , –], we have obtained some results in the area (during
the study of the equation in [] we came across a product-type equation). In our ﬁrst
papers on the topic (see [, , ]) the systems have not had coeﬃcients diﬀerent from
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one. However, not long after that we have introduced two coeﬃcients and also got solvable
systems (this was done for the ﬁrst time in [], and somewhat later in [–]). We have
also observed the fact that there are only a few solvable product-type systems of diﬀerence
equations with two dependent variables. Hence, our aim is to describe all such product-
type systems and present formulas for the general solutions for each of them.
This paper complements our previous results on the solvability of product-type systems
of diﬀerence equations with two dependent variables, by studying the following one:
zn = αzan–wbn–, wn = βwcn–zdn–, n ∈N, ()
where a,b, c,d ∈ Z, α,β ∈ C and z–,w–,w– ∈ C. To do this we will modify ideas and
methods from our previous papers, for example, the ones in [, –].
If the initial values belong to the following set:
{
(z–,w–,w–) ∈C : z– =  or w– =  or w– = 
}
,
and if some of the exponents a, b, c, d are negative, then such solutions are not deﬁned.
Hence, this set of initial values will not be taken into consideration. Besides, if α =  or
β = , we get zn =  and wn =  for every n ∈ N, respectively, which are quite simple
cases, or also obtain solutions which are not well deﬁned, so, we will also assume that
α =  = β . We use the convention ∑li=k ai = , when l < k, throughout the paper.
2 Main results
Our main results are presented here. The following three cases will be considered sepa-
rately:
(i) c = , ac = bd;
(ii) c = , ac = bd;
(iii) ac = bd.
Clearly, in case (i) from c =  and ac = bd it immediately follows that bd = , but we
have chosen to write ac = bd at this point, to point out that the whole analysis essentially
depends on the values of the quantities c and ac – bd, that is, if they are equal to zero or
not.
First, wewill consider case (i), then case (iii) and at the end case (ii), for the presentational
reasons.
Theorem  Assume that a,b,d ∈ Z, c = , bd = , α,β ∈C\{} and z–,w–,w– ∈C\{}.
Then the following statements hold.













–a βzdan– , n≥ . ()
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(b) If a = , then the general solution to system () is given by the following formulas:
zn = αn+βb(n–)z–wb–wb–, n≥ , ()
and
wn = αdnβzd–, n≥ . ()
Proof Since c = , we have
zn = αzan–wbn–, wn = βzdn–, n ∈N. ()
From () and bd =  is obtained
zn = αβbzan–, n≥ . ()



















– , n≥ . ()
By using equation () along with the formula for the sum of the geometric progression
we see that equation () holds when a = , while equation () is directly obtained for a = .












j= ajβzdan– , n≥ . ()
By using equation () along with the formula for the sum of the geometric progression
we see that equation () holds when a = , while equation () is directly obtained for a = ,
completing the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem  Assume that a,b, c,d ∈ Z, ac = bd, α,β ∈ C \ {} and z–,w–,w– ∈ C \ {}.
Then system () is solvable in closed form.
Proof Since α,β ∈ C \ {} and z–,w–,w– ∈ C \ {}, using () it easily follows that zn = 




, n ∈N, ()
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and
wbn = βbwbcn–zbdn–, n ∈N. ()
From () and () we get
zn+ = α–cβbzan+zcnzbd–acn– , n ∈N. ()
Let μ = α–cβb,
a = a, b = c, c = bd – ac, y = . ()
Then
zn+ = μyzan+zbn z
c
n–, n ∈N. ()





















for n ∈N, where
a := aa + b, b := ba + c, c := ca, y := y + a. ()
Suppose that





for a k ∈N and every n≥ k – , and
ak = aak– + bk–, bk = bak– + ck–, ck = cak–, ()
yk := yk– + ak–. ()





















for n≥ k, where
ak+ := aak + bk , bk+ := bak + ck , ck+ := cak , ()
yk+ := yk + ak . ()
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Equalities (), (), (), (), (), and the induction show that (), (), and (), hold
for every k,n ∈N such that ≤ k ≤ n + . Note that () holds also for k = .
For k = n + , () becomes





















– , n ∈N, ()
where we have also used the fact z = αza–wb–, (), (), and ().
Further note that () implies that (ak)k≥ is a solution to the equation
ak = aak– + bak– + cak–. ()
Since c = , from (), we get
ak– =
ak – aak– – bak–
c
, ()
from which it follows that we can calculate al for every non-positive l, that is, for k ≤ .
A direct calculation shows that
a = , a– = a– = . ()
Moreover, it is shown that (ak)k≥–, (bk)k≥–, (ck)k≥– are solutions to () such that
a– = , a– = , a = ;
b– = , b– = , b = ;
c– = , c– = , c = ;
respectively, whereas (yk)k≥– satisﬁes () and
y– = y– = y = , y = . ()





The solvability of () shows that for (ak)k≥– can be found a closed form formula.
Therefore, using equation () and known formulas for the following sums:
s(j)m (ζ ) =
m∑
k=
kjζ k , m ∈N, ()
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where j = ,  (see, e.g., [, ]), the closed form formula for (yk)k∈N is easily obtained.
This along with () shows the solvability of ().




, n ∈N, ()
and
zdn = αdzadn–wbdn–, n ∈N. ()
Equalities () and () yield
wn+ = αdβ–awanwcn–wbd–acn– , n ∈N. ()
We have
w = βwc–zd–. ()





n–k–, n≥ k – , ()
where η = αdβ–a, (ak)k∈N, (bk)k∈N and (ck)k∈N are deﬁned by () and (), whereas (yk)k∈N
satisﬁes () and (), so it is given by ().
From () with k = n +  and () is obtained
























The solvability of () along with () shows that for (ak)k≥– we can ﬁnd a closed form
formula, fromwhich along with () the formulas for yk can also be obtained, as described
above. These facts along with () imply the solvability of equation (). It is not diﬃcult
to show that formulas () and () really represent solutions to system (). Thus, system
() is also solvable in this case, as claimed. 
Corollary  Consider system () with a,b, c,d ∈ Z, ac = bd, α,β ∈ C \ {}, and
z–,w–,w– ∈ C \ {}. Then the general solution to system () is given by () and (),
where (ak)k∈N satisﬁes equation () with initial conditions (), while (yk)k∈N is given by
() and can be found by using formulas for the sums in ().
Theorem  Assume that a,b, c,d ∈ Z, c = , ac = bd, α,β ∈ C \ {} and z–,w–,w– ∈
C \ {}. Then the following statements hold.
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λ = –c. ()



























































Proof Similar to the proof of Theorem  we have zn =  for n≥ – and wn =  for n≥ –,
and for every such solution () holds, from which, along with the condition ac = bd, it
follows that
zn+ = α–cβbzan+zcn, ()
for n ∈N.
Let ν = α–cβb,
aˆ = a, bˆ = c, yˆ = . ()
Then
zn+ = ν yˆzaˆn+zbˆn , ()
for n ∈N.
From () is obtained






= ν yˆ+aˆzaˆaˆ+bˆn z
bˆaˆ
n–
= ν yˆzaˆn z
bˆ
n–, ()
for n ∈N, where
aˆ := aˆaˆ + bˆ, bˆ := bˆaˆ, yˆ := yˆ + aˆ. ()
Suppose that
zn+ = ν yˆk zaˆkn+–kz
bˆk
n+–k , ()
holds for some k ∈N and for every n≥ k – , and that
aˆk = aˆaˆk– + bˆk–, bˆk = bˆaˆk–, yˆk := yˆk– + aˆk–. ()
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Then from (), with n→ n – k and (), we get












for n≥ k, where
aˆk+ := aˆaˆk + bˆk , bˆk+ := bˆaˆk , yˆk+ := yˆk + aˆk . ()
Equalities (), (), (), (), and the induction show that () and (), hold for every
k,n ∈N such that ≤ k ≤ n+. Note that the equality in () also holds for k =  (see ()).
For k = n + , () becomes



















– , n ∈N, ()
where we have used the fact z = αza–wb–, (), and ().
Now note that (aˆk)k≥ is a solution to the equation
aˆk = aˆaˆk– + bˆaˆk–. ()
As in the proof of Theorem , it is shown that (aˆk)k≥– and (bˆk)k≥– are solutions to
equation (), satisfying the initial conditions
aˆ– = , aˆ = ;
bˆ– = , bˆ = ,
()
respectively, whereas (yˆk)k≥– satisﬁes the third equation in () and
yˆ– = yˆ = , yˆ = . ()





Since () also holds, using the condition ac = bd, we get
wn+ = αdβ–awanwcn–, n ∈N. ()
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for k,n ∈ N,  ≤ k ≤ n + , where η = αdβ–a, sequences (aˆk)k∈N, and (bˆk)k∈N satisfy ()
and (), whereas (yˆk)k∈N satisﬁes the third equation in () and (), so, formula ()
holds.
From () with k = n +  and () it follows that













– , n ∈N. ()
The characteristic polynomial associated to the linear diﬀerence equation () is the
following:
P(λ) = λ – aλ – c,
fromwhich it follows that the corresponding characteristic roots are given by the formulas
in ().















= (λ – )λ
n+
 – (λ – )λn+ + λ – λ
(λ – )(λ – )(λ – λ)
. ()



















If a = –c and a + c = , then we have
an = (n + )λn , n ∈N, ()





(j + )λj =
 – (n + )λn + nλn+
( – λ)
. ()
If a = –c and a + c = , then we have





(j + ) = n(n + ) . ()
Using ()-() into () and () and by some calculations equations (), (), (),
(), (), (), (), and () are obtained. By some standard, but time-consuming cal-
culations, it is shown that these formulas really represent solutions to system () in each
if these four cases. 
Remark  Note that if a = –c and a + c = , then (a– ) = , from which it follows that
a =  and consequently c = –. Hence, equations () and () can also be written in the
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